Adhesion of particulate specimens to support films for electron microscopy: a model system for assessing the surface properties of support films, and its application to chromatin particles.
Silica microspheres bearing a known surface charge were used to test the adhesive properties of support films and support film treatments commonly used in the electron microscopy of particulate specimens. Adhesion was strongly correlated with surface charge, negatively charged microspheres binding well only to positively charged support films and vice versa in solutions of low ionic strength. This charge dependency could be overcome by increasing the ionic strength to about 100 mmol with monovalent cations; under these conditions, it was not necessary to provide an oppositely charged film surface to obtain adhesion. Chromatin particles (nucleosomes) which have a net negative charge, behaved very much like the negatively charged silica with respect to adhesion, confirming that the microspheres provided an accurate indication of support film surface properties. The chromatin particles showed dramatic structural changes under conditions when adhesion was either poor, or very strong, indicating the need for careful selection of binding conditions for delicate biological specimens. A new and simple method for pretreating carbon films to improve adhesion was developed, and a preliminary account of this technique is presented.